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Abstract—We present a novel method to produce realistic 

expressions and animations by transferring existing expressions 

from a given facial model to a new facial model. The 

representation of the target model is first converted to make its 

topology the same as the source model. The radial basis function 

is employed to deform the template meshes to fit the target model. 

We then map all the vertices to the surface of the target model 

while preserving its spatial relationships with neighboring 

vertices. Therefore, facial expressions and motions can be 

faithfully transferred between models. With this method, a 

person can create many different models with the same animated 

expression even if these models have different topologies and, for 

any given model, a person can create many different expressions.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The face is the primary part of the body that we use to 
recognize individuals. We can recognize a specific face from a 
vast universe of similar faces and are able to detect very subtle 
changes in facial expression. The ability to model human faces 
and then animate subtle nuances of facial expressions remains 
a significant challenge in computer graphics.  Despite a heavy 
reliance on traditional computer graphics algorithms, facial 
modeling and animation are still being regarded as an area 
without broadly accepted solutions. 

To generate animated facial expressions requires generating 
continuous and realistic transitions between different facial 
expressions. In general, morphing between arbitrary polygonal 
meshes is difficult, since it requires a set of correspondences 
between meshes with potentially different topologies that can 
produce a reasonable set of intermediate shapes. 

Facial animations of 3D models derive from physical 
behaviors of the bone and muscle structures. Others focus on 
the surface of the face, using smooth surface deformation 
mechanisms to create dominant facial expressions. These 
approaches are only adequate for making individual models. If 
one wants to create a new model for an animation, method-
specific tuning is inevitable (or otherwise the animation has to 
be produced from scratch). 

A parametric approach associates the motion of a group of 
vertices to a specific parameter[1]. This manual association 
must be repeated for models with different mesh structures. 
Animation parameters do not simply transfer between models. 
If manual tuning or computational costs are high in creating 
animations for one model, creating similar animations for new 

models will take similar efforts. Vector-based muscle models 
place the heuristic muscles under the surface of the face [2, 3]. 
This process is repeated for each new model. A three-layer 
mass-spring-muscle system requires extensive computation [4]. 
The final computed parameters are, however, only useful for 
one model. Free-form deformation manipulates control points 
to create key facial expressions [5], but there is no automatic 
method for mapping the control points from one model to 
another. 

In practice, animators often sculpt key-frame facial 
expressions for every three to five frames to achieve the 
highest-quality animations. When a new model is considered, 
those fitting or sculpting processes must be repeated even if the 
desired expression sequences are similar. Lately, animators are 
concerned with achieving 3D facial realism, and want to 
transfer existing animations from old models to new models. 
We propose a new method to transfer existing expressions 
from a given facial model to a new facial model by 
constructing identical meshes between given models. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Automatically transferring facial motions from an existing 
(source) model to a new (target) model can significantly save 
painstaking work and model-specific animation tuning for the 
new facial model. Transferring facial motions between two 3D 
face meshes can be performed through geometric deformations. 
Noh and Neumann [6] proposed a technique to transfer vertex 
displacements from a source model to target models. The basic 
idea is to construct vertex motion mappings between models. 
Sumner and Popovic [7] proposed a general framework that 
transfers geometric deformations between two triangle meshes, 
which can be directly applied to retarget facial motions from 
one source face mesh to a target face mesh. 

A number of approaches were proposed to transfer source 
facial motions to blend shape face models [8-12] due to the 
popularized use of blend shape methods in industry practice. 
Choe, Lee and Ko [10] transferred tracked facial motions to 
target blend shape face models composed of hand-generated 
muscle actuation bases, by iteratively adjusting muscle 
actuation bases and analyzed weights through an optimization 
procedure. The work of Pyun et al. [11, 12] showed transfer of 
facial animations using example-based approaches. Essentially, 
these approaches require animators to sculpt proper blend-
shape face models based on a set of key facial poses, delicately 
chosen from source facial animation sequences. Hence, it is 
difficult to apply these techniques to pre-designed blend-shape 
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models without considerable effort. Sifakis et al. [9] first 
created an anatomically accurate face model composed of 
facial musculature, passive tissue, and underlying skeleton 
structure. They then used nonlinear finite element methods to 
determine accurate muscle actuations from the motions of 
sparse facial markers. Anatomically accurate 3D face models 
are needed for this approach, which is another challenging task 
itself in computer animation. Deng et al. [8] proposed an 
automatic technique to directly map 3D facial motion capture 
data to pre-designed blend shape face models. In their approach, 
Radial Basis Function networks are trained to map a new 
motion capture frame to its corresponding blend shape weights, 
based on chosen training pairs between mocap frames and 
blend shape weights. Bilinear models and multilinear models 
were proposed to transform facial motions [13-15]. Chuang 
and Bregler [14, 15] learned a facial expression 
mapping/transformation function from training video footage 
using the bilinear models [16]. They then used this mapping 
function to transform input video of neutral talking to 
expressive talking. Vlasic et al. [13] proposed a framework to 
transfer facial motion in video to other 2D or 3D faces by 
learning statistical multilinear models from scanned 3D face 
meshes. In their work, the learned multilinear models are 
controlled via intuitive attribute parameters. 

Our method enables animators to transfer existing 
expressions from a given facial model to a new facial model 
even if these models have different topologies. The approach 
first converts the representation of the target model to make its 
topology the same as the source model. Then, we transfer the 
facial expressions. The amount of time saved for animators is 
significant. 

III. OUR APPROACH 

Figure 3(a) is an example of a template model. There is a 
separate facial model (target model) and its mesh structure is 
different from the template model. Figure 3(b) is an example of 
a target model. We want the target model to have the same 
animated facial expressions as the template model (e.g. smiles). 
Our goal is to generate a mesh (see Figure 3(c)) that has the 
same topology as Figure 3(a) for the target model (Figure 3(b)). 
Our novel approach is to transform the mesh representation of 
the template model into a mesh representation of the target 
model so that topology of the target model’s mesh structure is 
the same as the template model’s mesh structure. Once the 
target and the template models have the same mesh structure, 
we transfer facial expressions from the template model to the 
target model by using its motion data. 

A. Template Models 

 We first construct a neutral face model, and then perform 
deformation on the neutral model to get a variety of facial 
expressions. Figure 1 shows eight facial expressions. Once the 
animated facial expressions are created, we install them as the 
template models. 
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Figure 3: (a) Template model. (b) Target model. (c) New mesh 
representation created for the target model. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Eight facial expressions. 

B. Preprocess 

In general, pre-defined models have extra dangling mesh 
pieces. Dangling mesh pieces were generated when the model 
was created.  They are located inside the model.  They are extra 

 



mesh pieces. If removing them, the model shape will not be 
affected.  The purpose that we remove dangling mesh pieces is 
to correctly calculate the distance when a vertex of the template 
model is mapped to the surface of the target model. For 
instance, Figure 2(a) is the front view of the surface of a mouth 
and Figure 2(b) is the back view of the surface. The 
preliminary process is to remove these dangling pieces. The 
results are shown in Figure 2(c) and Figure 2(d). This process 
needs to be done both in template model and target model.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: (a) Original front view. (b) Original back view. (c) 

Front view of the processed   mouth. (d) Back view of the 

processed mouth.  
  

C. Generating Identical Topologies 

Essentially all human faces have the same basic structure 
and are similar in shape. For models with human facial 
structures, we choose the same starting facial expression (e. g. 
neutral) for both the template model and the target model, and 
then establish correspondence by marking feature points on the 
template model and the target model (Figure 4). Facial feature 
points may include eye corners, upper and lower eyelids, 
mouth corners, uppermost and lowermost parts of the lips, nose 
tip and edges, etc. We resize the template model to try to 
establish the same size facial features as the target model, and 
then superpose the template model on the target model 
according to correspondence between features (Figure 5). 

When specific facial feature points are matched between 
the two models, a morphing is performed on the mesh of the 
template model. The template model is deformed to certain 
extent, depending on the differences between these two models. 
The radial basis function (RBF) based shape interpolation 
techniques are employed to deform the template meshes to fit 
the target models. The benefits of modeling surfaces with 
RBFs have been recognized in [17-19] [20-22]. The radial 
basis functions associated with a surface can be evaluated at 
any location to produce a mesh at the desired resolution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Radial deformations offer the greatest simplicity and 
efficiency of all the point-based spatial deformations. The 
deformations are determined by an arbitrary number of 
constraints, each consisting of a spherical radius of effect 
centered on a constraint point with an associated displacement 
[23]. The idea is to have a small number of control points 
scattered over the face. Each of these control points will have 
an influence area in which they will affect the movement of 
neighboring mesh points. This influence is experienced through 
a normalized decay function that depends on the distance to the 
control point and the displacement suffered by the associated 
control point.  

As template and target model not have the same mesh 
topology, we map each vertex in the template model to the 
surface of the target model to generate a new mesh with an 
identical topology as the template model. The process is as 
follows. 

For each vertex of the template model   ,          , if  
   is a vertex of the target model such that the distance between 

   and the vertices of the target model is the minimum, 

            |, then     is mapped to   . Symbolically, the 

transformation from the template model to the target model is 
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Figure 4: Marking feature points 
 

 

Figure 5: Superpose template model on target model. 

 



defined by a replacement vector    for each vertex   . Using 
the above notation,        on the generated mesh (Figure 6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each mapped vertex    in the generated mesh is subject to 
the following constraint. The vertex    in the template model 
has spatial relationships with its neighboring vertices.  For 
example, in Figure 7(a), there are nine vertices in the template 

model. Suppose vi=v9, then v9 
has spatial relationships with 

eight vertices v1,v2,…,v8. These nine vertices are mapped to 
the target model (see Figure 7(b)). The corresponding vertex of 
v9 is w9. w9 has to keep the same spatial relationships with 
w1,w2,…,w8, including the nine vertices’ order.  Figure 7(b) 
shows a correct relationship on the generated mesh. The 
situation in Figure 7(c) is something we want to avoid. 
However, if w7 and w8 overlap, then there is no problem. To 
avoid this situation shown in 7(c), we perform mash relaxation 
[24]. The result is that the n vertices of the template model are 
all mapped onto the surface of the target model.  The mesh 
now represents the target model (see Figure 3(c)).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We smooth and denoise the newly generated mesh which 
represents the target model. We use the algorithm in [25-28] to 
obtain feature-preserving mesh smoothing. A bilateral filtering  
is conducted on the normals instead of the vertex positions [29] 
to preserve sharp features. Using normals to preserve features 
on a mesh is more intuitive since normals typically change 
abruptly at edges and creases. 

D. Transferring and Animating Expressions 

Once the topologies of the two facial meshes are identical, 
there is already a natural correspondence between their vertices. 
A satisfactory 3D morphing sequence can be obtained using 
linear interpolation between geometric coordinates of 
corresponding vertices in the two facial meshes. To transfer an 
expression from the template model to the target model we 
need motion data for the template model animation from one 
expression (e.g. the neutral face) to another expression (e.g. the 
smiling face). The motion data contains each vertex’s 
positional change between these two expressions. We 
proportionally apply the motion data to the newly generated 
mesh. The newly generated mesh thus gets an expression (e.g. 
smiling). For the animation, we transform one (neutral face) 
expression into another facial expression (e.g. smiling). We can 
simply interpolate the two shapes since they share the same 
vertex-edge topology.  Facial expressions are transformed by 
interpolating the positions of vertices on a vertex-by-vertex 
basis. The correspondence between the two shapes is 
established by the vertex-edge connectivity structure shared by 
the two models. 

The above approach faithfully transfers facial expressions 
and motions between models. With this method, anyone can 
create many different models with the same animated 
expression, even if these models have different topologies. For 
each model, anyone can create a variety of expressions. Figure 
7 shows examples of transferring facial expressions between 
three models. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  

We have presented a method to make two facial models 
have the same mesh structure. Thus, 3D morphing sequences 
can be obtained using linear interpolation between coordinates 
of corresponding vertices in the two facial meshes. Our method 
works on the models represented by polygonal meshes and 
polygon soup. One major limitation of this approach is that it 
relies on a manual preliminary process to remove dangling 
pieces in the models. In the future, we would like to overcome 
this limitation, and would like to extend our method to generate 
identical meshes for models with point clouds. Our technique 
produces natural looking expressions and animations for 
arbitrary mesh structures. This method is not developed with ad 
hoc techniques, so it is easily extendible. Generating the same 
expression models often is a tedious and complex process 
requiring substantial artistic skills. Our method is not only for 
animation by a trained artist, but also for ordinary engineers. 
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Figure 7: Spatial relationship between neighboring 

vertices. (a) Vertex relationships on the template model. 

(b) Correct relationship on the generated mesh. (c) 

Incorrect relationship on the generated mesh. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Mapping each vertex in the template model to 

the surface of the target model 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Examples of facial expressions and copied facial 

expressions.             
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